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CLASSIFICATION OF SPIROGRAPH DISCS

SCIENCE BlOLOGY

LITERATURE

OUR GOVERNMENT

GEOGRAPHY

AGRICULTURE

MANUFACTURE AND

INDUSTRY

PHYSICAL
ACTIVITIES

RELIGIOUS EVENTS

MISCELLANEOUS

A,

PHYSICS

CHEMISTRY

METEOROLOGY

MATHEMATICS

SHORT STORIES

Biology

Animal Studies

Bird Studies

Nature Study

Plant Studies

Physics

Mechanics

Water Power

Chemistry

Biochemistry

Arithmetic

INDUSTRIES
OCCUPATIONS
HANDICRAFTS

PHYSICAL CULTURE
SPORTS
LIFE SAVING
DANCES
OUTDOOR LIFE

GAMES
ANIMAL COMICS
JUST FOLKS
NOVELTIES

„S the above classification indicates, some of the main

groups have already been subdivided, when the nature

of the available material required it. As more dises are
added, the classification itself will naturally expand in

subdivisions as well as in entirely new groups.
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No classification covering such a wide range of ma-

terial as is to be found in motion pictures can give an

exact idea of the contents of any one dise. The follow-

ing notes on the existing groups will therefore probably

be found helpful in choosing a dise for a particular

purpose.

Biology. Under this heading are placed detailed stud-

ies of morphology and physiology, similar to those that

would be made in a laboratory. Microscopic views of

moving animais in real photography, animated cartoons

of microscopic activities on a greatly enlarged scale, sche-

matic animated drawings of larger forms are some of

the scènes to be found hère.

Bird Studies.—Animal Studies. Thèse classifica-

tions apply to a variety of scènes in which animais or

birds are posed or move naturally, in a natural or artificial

setting. Their gênerai appearance is clear, and they do

not perform any highly artificial tricks. The animais in

thèse studies are almost ail warm-blooded.

Plant Studies. Ail scènes of plant life are grouped

under this heading.

Nature Study. This heading covers scènes that do not

belong distinctly in the groups previously mentioned. In-

sects and reptiles are listed here, since they form unique

groups that are commonly thought of as separate from

other animais.

Physics. Ail physical experiments, démonstrations,

theoretical expositions and applications.

Mechanics. Practical applied mechanics in the form

of machines and construction.

Chemistry. Experiments, démonstrations, application

for useful purposes.

Bio chemistry. Microscopic shots, démonstrations,

practical uses.

Meteorology. Methods in use.

Arithmetic. Démonstrations and visible représentations.
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Short Stories. Real literature in motion picture form.

Our Government. Spécifie and interesting activities of

différent bureaus and services.

Geography. This very broad heading includes a va-

riety of subjects the main interest of which, in the spécifie

pictures, lies more in the géographie location of the scènes

than in the actual visible material. Thus basket weaving

and house building in Samoa, washing clothes in a Mex-

ican river, and baiting fish in a lovely Bermuda pool are

ail listed under Geography.

Agriculture. Tilling the soil and growing and gather-

ing the crops.

Industries. Any aspect of manufacture, commerce,

animal husbandry, handling raw products, etc., considered

as a whole, or part of a whole, not as the occupation of a

single individual.

Occupations. Any spécial form of activity, wliether

for profit or pleasure.

Handicrafts. Skilled handiwork, regardless of its

purpose.

Dances. Any kind of dancing,' anywhere in the world,

cornes under this heading, unless there is a reason for

placing it elsewhere (as the dances in "Samoan Scènes,"

which are part of a spécial séries).

Life Saving. Any kind of life saving, from fire, water

or other danger, wliether planned or not.

O ut do or Life. This includes any interesting activity

under the open sky that is not definitely a sport or spé-

cial form of training.

Religious Events. Here are included processions,

rituals, and other cérémonies of religious interest.

Animal Comics. In this group are animal tricks and

events that are full of comical action.

Just Folks. Little stories of human interest.
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Novelties. Thèse are comic cartoons and other amus-
ing oddities.

Water Power, Physical Culture, Sports and

Gantes. No détails are needed here.

THE EFFECTIVE USE OF SPIROGRAPH

DISCS IN THE CLASSROOM

ONE of the chief obstacles to a highly effective use
of motion pictures in daily classroom work is the difficulty
of obtaining sufficiently brief and spécifie material on
the single points that are of interest at the moment.

Spirograph dises are of immense value in solving this
problem. Their brevity of action and running time is
such that not a single unimportant frame, much less scène,
can afford to be included. The few titles used are pur-
posely eut to three seconds, for the same reason. The best
plan is therefore to stop the machine on every title, to
make sure that no one misses a word.

However, seventy-five seconds is a long time, as anyone
who counts the ticks of a watch's second hand will dis-
cover. Several related ideas can be clearly presented in
that time. The younger the children that view the dise,
the oftener they may need to do so before grasping its
full story, but such répétition of a unit too short to be-
come tiresome offers an excellent means of arousing new
questions and impressing new détails and relationships.

Naturally, no single classification can indicate ail the
groupings within which one dise might fall. The head-
ings used in this catalogue are mostly based on a simple
considération of the disc's main interest. But teachers
are constantly seeking help in illustrating some lesson that
défies ordinary classification, and the Spiro Film Corpora-
tion is particularly eager and particularly well-fitted to
fill thèse teachers' needs. By the use of short séquences,
on several easily-handled dises, the trouble of choosing
between long film réels that are ail partly suitable and
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partly superfluous is done away with. The dises may be
projected in any order, at any time during the hour,
and one or more may be shown several times, as teacher
and children choose, others perhaps only once. Could con-
venience of handling and présentation go further?

The following little groups have been made up to show
how Spirograph dises may be chosen to illustrate some un-
usual but very désirable thèmes. Even as few as two
dises, well chosen, may complément each other in a striking
way.

Primitive and Modem Spinning and Weaving.

155—A TENNESSEE MOUNTAIN HOME

The Story of a Woolen Socle.

163-164—A BRAND NEW DRESS IN GUATEMALA.

Two parts.

188-189-190—A WARM WOOLLY BLANKET. Three parts.

Shearing the Sheep.

Preparing the Wool.

Spinning and Weaving.

What Some Trees Are Good For.

271—THE MAPLE SUGAR PARTY

287—CUTTING MAHOGANY

298—COLLECTING TURPENTINE GUM IN GEORGIA

Sugar Cane.

123—HANDLING CUBAN SUGAR CANE

261—COOKING CANE SYRUP IN DIXIE

Divers, Animal and Human.

122—MR. OTTER, HUNTING AND HUNTED

285—CORMORANT CATCHING FISH

362—THE DOCK DIVER GOES TO WORK
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Well Cared-for Animais.

100—BATHING ELEPHANTS IN BURMA

126—THE CHIMP GETS A MANICURE

210—FIRST AID FOR SNAKES AND MONKEYS

214— THE ELEPHANT'S BEAUTY PARLOR

237—THE BIRDS TARE THEIR MEDICINE

241—OLD DAISY AND THE HORSE DOCTOR

354—THROWING THE BULL FOR HIS OWN GOOD

Ship Building.

113—BUILDING A MODERN WHALER

215— SAMOAN SCENES

The Boat Buïlders.

216— SAMOAN SCENES

Launching the New Boat.

358-359—THE MINIATURE STEAM SPEED-BOAT.

Two parts.

360— REBUILDING THE S. S. "CONSTITUTION" IN

MINIATURE

361— THE MINIATURE FLEET OF THE U. S. NAVY

The dises in this catalogue are only a tiny portion of

those that will eventually be made. The material for new

dises is being ordered, edited, completed every day. Teach-

ers everywhere will therefore be doing the Spiro Film Cor-

poration a favor, from which the teachers themselves will

quickly benefit, if they will forward us information as to

exact points that they would like to see illustrated in

motion pictures in Spirograph dises. The Spiro Film

Coroporation will also be delighted to suggest, from its

intimate knowledge of the contents of every dise, other

groupings, similar to those just given, for any particular

purpose, and to make, as soon as possible, dises to fill

out desired groupings that may so far be only slightly

represented.
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BlOLOGY

121—THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FROG

The frog not only changes its shape, but loses its

tail, to get four legs instead, on its journey from

the egg to the great big croaker.

129—GRASSHOPPER STUDIES

Very clear, labelled drawings show the grasshop-

per's anatomy. After that corne characteristic

poses and the act of depositing an egg.

135— VORTICELLA—NATURAL MOTION

The movements of vorticellae are perfectly por-

trayed in thèse scènes that are partly real and

partly animated.

136— VORTICELLA—SENSITIVENESS

The coiling, uncoiling, darting and shrinking of

a colony of vorticellae suggest a whole flower-bed

corne to sudden life.

138—HYDRA—CATCHING PREY

A tiny one-celled animal pounces as deliberately

and inevitably upon the microscopic food morsel

near it as does any jungle beast, in this beauti-

fully animated scène.

140—HYDRA—DIGESTION

This scène represents a microscopic cross-section

of the hydra's two cell layers, and shows in an-

imated drawing the passage and absorption of

food from the inside to the outside wall.
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ANIMAL STUDIES

100—BATHING ELEPHANTS IN BURMA

Stately Burmese éléphants, led by their keepers,

wade into the river and roll "over joyfully as

they are scrubbed clean.

102—THE LADY ELEPHANTS BATHE AND POWDER

There's a wonderful éléphant bathtub at the Zoo,

and when the ladies corne out of it they do raise

the dust !

106—MR. BEAR GOES CALLING

Mr. Bear found nobody at home, but he had a

good time just the same. What the returned

campers said later on is nobody's business.

117—THE DEER SHEDS HIS ANTLERS

The buck deer might be pretty rough with the

little fawn if he didn't providentially lose his

antlers every spring.

122—MR. OTTER, HUNTING AND HUNTED

The amphibious otter is a wonderful diver and

the fish he chases is a goner from the start. So

no wonder the dogs get only a ducking for their

pains when they start on the otter's trail.

126—THE CHIMP GETS A MANICURE

Can you beat it? Even a chimpanzee loves to

be beautified, and she insists on a gentleman mani-

curist too!

152—THE BIG CATS LOVE PERFUME

Just watch the lion and the tiger roll over and

wave their paws and flick their tails, for ail the

world like a cat in a catnip bed !
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187—THE TWO BOLD KITTENS

Two very small kittens have a very hectic after-

noon, but they live to brag about it afterwards.

TRAINING A POLICE DOG

205 LEAPS. SLOW MOTION

The swift leap of a dog at a man's throat shows

an astonishing grâce, and clearing a broad ditch

becomes a flight through space.

206 THE MAN-HUNTER

Any criminal would rather take a chance with

the old-fashioned bloodhound than with a flying

démon like this.

210—FIRST AID FOR MONKEYS AND SNAKES

What happens to animais that catch cold or break

a leg? The lucky ones live in a Zoo and have

private nurses and doctors.

214—THE ELEPHANT'S BEAUTY PARLOR

Imagine a Turkish bath rubber having to take

on a customer this size! The little manicure girl

who looked at such a paw would simply fade

out of the picture.

236—THE RACOON FAMILY AT THE ZOO

Here's an animal who simply won't eat his food

without washing it off. He's just born that way!

237— THE BIRDS TAKE THEIR MEDICINE

Even the birds seem to get tonsilitis and pneu-

monia, and they hate taking medicine just as

much as you do.
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241—OLD DAISY AND THE HORSE DOCTOR

Time was when every little boy could stand

around somewhere and watch the old horse get

its leg bandaged. Now most boys, and girls too,

can only see it in the movies!

268—THE BIRD DOG AT WORK

Hunters everywhere delight in a dog for Com-

pany. How much more reason they have for it

when the dog is a skillful helper in the hunt.

278—BETTY'S WILD ANIMAL DREAM

Betty's monkey chattered in the vines, and her

tiger slunk wickedly through the jungle, but it

wasn't as dangerous as it seemed.

347—SCORPION AND CENTIPEDE BATTLE

A fight to the death between two equally small

and equally vicious spécimens of the animal king-

dom.

352—PINARD, THE FRENCH WAR DOG

Every doughboy in the A. E. F. met at least

one French army dog named Pinard-—and met

real "pinard" every time he could get at it!

354—THROWING THE BULL FOR HIS OWN GOOD

Pick sharp stones from a bull's hoofs? What a

messy way to commit suicide ! Not at ail, the

bull gets neatly cleaned and trimmed, with no-

body hurt.

SNAKE HUNTING IN NEW JERSEY

382 HARMLESS SNAKES

383 RATTLESNAKES
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384 COPPERHEAD SNAKE

Scientific men collecting snakes show us how to

catcli them, and give us fine close views of thèse

créatures whom most of us are glad to keep at a

distance in real life.

BIRD STUDIES

101—THE MISCHIEVOUS DUCKLING

This wicked little duckling certainly had a gift

for starting things, but what did he care? He

just turned up his tail and took another dive.

246— HUNTING PELICANS FOR THE ZOO

Great flapping wings and fighting beaks make it

no easy job to catch thèse pélicans.

247— CATCHING BABY PELICANS

Of course it's cheating, and absolutely "no fair"

to let an innocent baby pélican walk right out

of the egg-shell into a hunter's hands. But it

saves a lot of excitement.

248— PELICANS IN THE PARK

Thèse birds, so gawky on land, become lovely

as they float and dive under drooping branches.

254— THE BALD EAGLE

The Bald Eagle, who really isn't bald except

when young, splashes wildly in his bath to make

up for the soaring flights that are no longer his.

255— KESTREL HAWK FEEDING ITS YOUNG

The baby kestrels learn to like field mouse meat

long before they leave the nest. After that they

do their own hunting.
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258— THE BABY GUILLEMOT

It isn't every little orphan that gets helped along

in the world as much as this one. Some day he

may appreciate it.

259— HERRING GULLS, LITTLE AND BIG

Somebody rescued them from a sad fate, and

they are making themselves at home with a

vengeance.

260— NOISY NESTLINGS

Such squawks ! Such shrieks ! How can such

little things make such a big noise?

266—THE BABY JACKDAW

Punny, isn't it, the way a tiny bird, perfectly

new-laid, so to speak, will fight the world around

it!

285—CORMORANT CATCHING FISH

How they dart back and forth, up and down, the

cormorant diving like a plummet through the

water and the fish seeking desperately to escape!

NATURE STUDY

116—SPORT WITH DRAGONFLIES AND THEIR LARVAE

Who ever heard of fishing for dragonfly larvae

before ? Did you know how very strong a dragon-

fly really is, for its size?

191—THE BEE IN THE GARDEN PIPE

A lone lost bee laid some eggs in a forgotten

pipe, and walled each one up as nicely as in a

hive. See how her children émerge in the spring.
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341—THE BIRTH OF A DRAGONFLY

An ugly grub has wrapped itself in a winding

sheet, and now, from that same apparently dead

shell, there émerges the gauzy winged créature

that darts gaily about in the sun.

348—THE FALL OF THE EAGLE'S NEST

The Bald Eagle's nest rocks in the wind among

the highest tree-tops, but not high enough to es-

cape the daring men who seek it.

PLANT STUDIES

127—UNFOLDING FLOWERS

STOP MOTION

The slow motion of unfolding petals is crowded

into a few moments, and we see how beautifully

they open to the light.

280— BLOSSOMS AS THEY OPEN AND CLOSE

STOP MOTION

The perfumed unfolding of apple blossoms and

other lovely blooms is balanced by the action of

the flower that closes tightly for its nightly rest.

281—THE GROWTH OF FLOWERS AND PLANTS

STOP MOTION

We imagine plants to be still, but they are for-

ever moving. A plant that has somehow been

displaced moves back into its old position very

rapidly.

357—BUDDING YEAST CELLS

Asexual reproduction, in which the descendant

grows directly out of the parent as if it were a

leaf on a tree and may or may not break away

entirely, is one of the most interesting phenomena

of biology.
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PHYSICS

151—HOW STRONG IS A SOAP BUBBLE?

"Fragile as a soap bubble/' they say. Yet within

certain limits the iridescent wall of the soap bub-

ble has remarkable elasticity and strength.

157—INTERESTING OPTICAL ILLUSIONS

Don't believe your own eyes, they're much too

easily fooled, is the moral of ail thèse little op-

tical stunts.

THE PRINCIPLES OF MAGNETISM

(in fourteen dises 170-183)

Thèse fourteen dises form a unit of instruction,

but each dise is complète in itself and may there-

fore be bought separately. They explain in the

most simple, clear, effective manner possible, by

means of real photography, animated drawings,

and combinations of the two, the nature of mag-

netism, the laws it obeys, and its chief use in the

form of the compass. This group is the first

section of the Complète Course on Electricity.

170— MAGNETISM. PART 1

THE LODESTONE. 1NDUCED MAGNETISM.

MAGNETIC FIELDS.

171— MAGNETISM. PART 2

LAW OF MAGNETISM. TERRESTRIAL MAG-

NETISM.

172— MAGNETISM. PART 3

THE MAGNETIC FIELD.

173— MAGNETISM. PART 4

LINES OF FORCE.

174— MAGNETISM. PART 5

LINES OF FORCE. MAGNETIC RELUCTANCE.
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175— MAGNETISM. PART 6

MAGNETIC INDUCTION.

176— MAGNETISM. PART 7

THE MOLECULAR THEORY.

177— MAGNETISM. PART 8

RING AND HORSESHOE MAGNETS.

178— MAGNETISM. PART 9

MAGNETIC COMPASS. MAGNETIC POLES.

179— MAGNETISM. PART 10

LOCAL COMPASS VARIATIONS.

180— MAGNETISM. PART 11

ISO G ONIC LINES.

181— MAGNETISM. PART 12

DIP OF THE COMPASS.

182— MAGNETISM. PART 13

MAGNETIZING IRON AND STEEL

183— MAGNETISM. PART 14

THE COMPASS IN PRACTICAL USE.

THE PRINCIPLES OF ELECTROSTATICS

(in seventeen dises 306-322)

SUBJECTS : The ancients discover electricity in am-

ber ; the nature of positive and négative electricity ;

the electroscope ; conduetors and non-conductors ;

insulators; electrostatic induction; the électron

theory; négative charging; the nature of electri-

fication ; the electrophorus ; electrostatic machines ;

the mutual repulsion of électrons ; lightning rods ;

condensers; the Leyden jar.

NOTE: This set is sold complète only. Separate

dises are not for sale, as the subjects often do

not coïncide exactly with single dises, requiring

more or less footage for their satisfactory prés-

entation.
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THE PRINCIPLES OF CURRENT ELECTRICITY

(in sixteen dises 323-338)

SUBJECTS : The nature of " potential; the nature and

behavior of electric current; electrical pressure;

electrical résistance ; ampères, volts and ohms ;

Ohm's law; voltage drop; séries and parallel;

résistance in séries; pressure and current in sér-

ies; résistance in parallel; appliance ratings;

electrical power; kinds of current.

NOTE: This set is sold complète only. Separate

dises are not for sale, as the subjects often do

not coïncide exactly with single dises, requiring

more or less footage for their satisfactory prés-

entation.

MAGNETIC STUNTS

375 PART 1

The fun to be found in a magnet is unlimited,

and there is always a scientific explanation for

every stunt.

376 PART 2

Make a magnetized bar revolve, and see the un-

usual and amusing effects you can obtain.

THE PRINCIPLES OF ELECTROMAGNETISM
(in nineteen dises 385-403)

SUBJECTS : The magnetic field around an electrified

wire; direction of lines of force in relation to the

direction of current flow; lines of force about a

wire coil; polarity and action of a hollow coil;

nature, strength and direction of the induced cur-

rent; relative motion in generators and trans-

formers ; relation of lines of force to current

strength; relation of secondary current to primary

current; relation of voltage input and output to

coil windings; long distance power transmission.

NOTE: This set is sold complète only. Separate

dises are not for sale, as the subjects often do

not coïncide exactly with single dises, requiring

more or less footage for their satisfactory prés-

entation.
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THE PRINCIPLES OF CURRENT GENERATION

(in nineteen dises 404-422)

SUBJECTS : The principle of current génération;

principal parts of dynamos ; two classes of dyna-

mos ; sources of primary motion ; simplified illus-

tration of principles of generator design ; the three

factors of power génération; armature and field;

bipolar and multipolar D. C. generators; construc-

tion of D. C. generator; cross-magnetization; sér-

ies, shunt and compound wound generators.

NOTE: This set is sold complète only. Separate

dises are not for sale, as the subjects often do

not coïncide exactly with single dises, requiring

more or less footage for their satisfactory prés-

entation.

THE PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT

(in thirty-eight dises 423-460)

SUBJECTS : The fundamental measurements ; inter-

national standards for electrical measurements ;

standard Cadmium Cell; principle of Weston

permanent-magnet movable-coil instrument; cali-

brating; principles of voltmeter and ammeter con-

struction; use of "movable-iron" type of measuring

instrument for both direct and alternating cur-

rents; construction of movable-iron voltmeters

and ammeters; electro-dynamometers ; low and

high range dynamometer ammeters; dynamometer

voltmeters; construction and opération of direct-

reading wattmeters; lagging and leading currents;

true power; opération of Synchroscope.

NOTE : This set is sold complète only. Separate

dises are not for sale, as the subjects often do

not coincide exactly with single dises, requiring

more or less footage for their satisfactory prés-

entation.
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MECHANICS

THE MINIATURE STEAM SPEED-BOAT

358 PART 1

359 PART 2

Enough to make the boy mechanic wild with
longing to own it—-a tiny speedboat three feet

long, perfect down to the last screw, and run-

ning like a démon.

361—THE MINIATURE FLEET OF THE U. S. NAVY

Gunboats, battle-ships, submarines, identical with
the individual ones in the United States Navy, are

here in a great fleet, ail built by the Navy too.

WATER POWER

A GREAT HYDROELECTRIC POWER PLANT

300 PART 1

301 PART 2

Wherever water power, actual or potential, exists,

there already is or there will be one of thèse
great stations that transform water pressure into

electricity.

CHEMISTRY

364—THE PRINCIPLE OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

Chemical fire extinguishers have added immeas-

urably to the protection that used to exist almost
entirely in water. But suppose there was no

water— !

377—ELECTROLYSIS OF WATER

That water is composed of two gases is one of
those apparently unbelievable facts that experi-

ment makes visible in clear and interesting form.
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CRYSTAL FORMATIONS

378 PART 1

The shapes of various substances in crystal for-

mations are often fantastically lovely, each sub-
stance appearing always in its characteristic

shape.

379 PART 2

Here are the beautiful crystal forms of some méd-

ical and photographie chemicals.

380— SOME WELL-KNOWN CHEMICAL ACTIVITIES

Ail kinds of useful combinations of material in

everyday life prove, on inspection, to be simple

applications of chemistry.

381— INTERESTING CHEMICAL REACTIONS

Every chemical reaction due to particular com-

binations has a characteristic appearance of its

own.

BIOCHEMISTRY

295—THE ACTIVITY OF THE "GINGER-BEER PLANT"

Some people call thèse odd formations "wine bees,"

for they do seem to buzz erratically up and down.

METEOROLOGY

211—HOW THE WE ATHE RM AN WORKS

The Weatherman really isn't an old grouchy gray-

beard trying to spoil our fun. He has to do a

lot of hustling, and tells us exactly what his

reports and instruments tell him.
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ARITHMETIC

373— THE CIRCUMFERENCE OF A CIRCLE

Visible arithmetic ! Abstractions materializing

to the eye! Really seeing what is meant by that

mysterious thing called "pi."

374— THE AREA OF A CIRCLE

The area of a circle—can it really be measured

in terms of straight lines and squares? This

gives you an idea of what it means.

SHORT STORIES

THE JUMPING FROG

Mark Twain's Famous Story

197 PART 1

198 PART 2

199 PART 3

Of course Smiley bet forty dollars on the frog

he had spent months in training ! Who wouldn't ?

He never guessed—no, it would be a shame to
tell it ail right here. This is perhaps the most

famous of Mark Twain's short stories.

OUR GOVERNMENT

119—KEEPING UP THE TROUT SUPPLY

The United States Bureau of Fisheries sees to it

that there are always plenty of lively trout in

the streams to lure on the fisherman.
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FIGHTING A FOREST FIRE

158 PART 1

159 PART 2

160 PART 3

A United States Forest Ranger discovers a fire,
and the whole maie population fights the devour-

ing élément with ax and pail and pick. "Prevent

Forest Fires !"

SALMON CONSERVATION

367 PART 1

368 PART 2

Immense tanks full of salmon eggs and tiny fish

are carefully tended by the United States Bureau
of Fisheries, to keep the western rivers full of

that excellent source of food.

GEOGRAPHY

120—MEAL AND GRAIN OIL MILL IN INDIA

Ancient methods to feed an ancient race. But
the nourishment obtained by thèse means is the

same that we get in more modem fashion.

128—INDIAN TRIBAL COUNCIL

The old tribal power is gone, but the tribal meet-

ing and talking and smoking and eating still re-

main. Just like a lot of white men we know!

150—THE FOUNTAINS OF THE PALACE OF VERSAILLES

Thèse magnificent fountains and waterworks were
built by Louis the Fourteenth. The cost of the

electric illumination, a modem addition to their

beauty, is so great that only about once a month

do they appear as represented here.
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167—A SMYRNA QUILTING BEE

Thèse Smyrna business men go the well-known
quilting bee one better. They get paid for the

job!

SAMOAN SCENES

(in twenty dises 215-234)

This delightful séries gives a beautiful, amusing

and informing présentation of native life in thèse

lovely South Sea Isla?ids. The subjects are sep-

arate units and may be viewed individually, in

any order, but the whole story is more impressive

if viewed complète, in numerical order.

215 THE BOAT BUILDERS

Boats are the only means of traveling more than

a few miles in this part of the world, and the
Samoans wield their tools with fascinating skill.

216 LA UNCHING THE NEW BOAT

The famous "out-rigger canoë," built with a bal-

ancing section that keeps it upright in the wild

tropical storms, is typical of thèse latitudes.

217 POLE FISHING

There is no trouble about getting the fish to bite,
but what a struggle it is to drag in the victim.

218 FISHING WITH A DRAG NET

So rich are the shallows in fish that the house-
holder with a family to feed can wade out and

sweep them up with a net.

219 FISHING WITH A TRAP NET

Raw fish is a delicacy in more than one part of

the world—but quite as raw as this, oh, no!
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SAMOAN SCENES—Continued

220 A NICE FIRE FOR THE COOK

How long ago did the first man light the first

fire by twirling together two sticks ? Never mind,

they are still doing it here.

221 REAL HOME COOKING

The coconut palm furnishes the nut meat for food,

the milk for liquid, the shell for a cup to cook

them in. How simple is housekeeping in Samoa !

222 A GRASS MAT FOR THE NEWLY-WEDS

The giant grasses of the tropics are put to in-

numerable clever uses, and nowhere are the hands

that handle them more clever than here.

223 WEAVING A PALM LEAF BASKET

If you need a basket in picking fruit from one

tree, you pick a leaf from another tree and weave

the basket right away.

224 PREPARING COPRA

Coconut meat, dried in the sun, is the greatest

South Sea crop that reaches civilization.

225 SHIPPING OUT COPRA

The Samoans are becoming well acquainted with

business, and the employées we see here are care-

ful agents.

226 THE BRIDE MAKES HER OWN DRESS

Would you dream that the fibrous layers of wide

grasses can actually be unfolded many times to

form a gauzy cloth?

227 THE SKILLED HOUSE-BUILDERS

A house in Samoa has to be a well-built, well-
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SAMOAN SCENES—Continued

roofed structure to protect its dwellers from trop-

ical rain and wind.

228 A CHILDREN'S PARADISE

Thèse beautiful, lively youngsters live in the

water almost as much as on land. And it isn't

only in New York that babies are doing jazz

steps !

229 THE STORY TELLER

Every primitive race loves to listen to its own

mythology, so the man who gets a contract for

the telling of it has a soft job.

230 A COMMUNITY DINNER

Picnic dinners are no white man's novelty to

the Samoans. But nobody had to work for hours

to prépare this meal.

231 DANCING FOR THE FUN OF IT

If happy surroundings aid digestion, this cheer-

ful performance after dinner ought to keep every-

body in perfect health.

232 CEREMONIAL DANCE

What a feeling of power and mystery arises
from thèse close ranks, swinging rhythmically

back and forth, beating time with an uncanny

perfection of gesture !

233 OUR SAMOAN SOLDIERY

Eastern Samoa is governed by the United States,

and the Stars and Stripes wave over proud local

troops.

234 MERE TROPICAL LOVELINESS

The romantic beauty of gently waving palms

silhouetted against the sky and the sea.
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242— THE MEXICAN VILLAGE WATER SUPPLY

It's wonderful how little water one wants, if ib

has to be carried for a distance, or is sold by

the glass.

243— A MEXICAN LOWLAND WATERWAY

No wonder this cheerful old lady enjoys lier

basket lunch, after helping to pôle the boat to

market to sell her vegetables.

244— WATER HOLIDAY IN MEXICO

The rivers are few in Mexico, but they provide

the possibility of delightful and picturesque holi-

day excursions.

265—A BERMUDA BEAUTY SPOT

Seldom do we see quite so lovely a view of leap-

ing fish in a seemingly bottomless pool. Possibly

the angler is offering them juicy bait in which

no hook is hidden.

AGRICULTURE

270—WHEAT HARVEST

Ail thèse plodding machines, this powerful and

noisy outfit of wheels and cogs and steam, to

release the tiny grains that slip so easily through

the fingers.

296—RICE HARVEST IN LOUISIANA

Did you think rice grew only in rice pudding

and chop suey? Not at ail! Here are rice fields

very near home.
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INDUSTRIES

113—BUILDING A MODERN WHALER

Wooden ships are still being built, fine ones,

strong ones, and a ship that goes whale hunting

needs to be strong.

123—HANDLING CUBAN SUGAR CANE

Cutting and hauling sugar cane remains a form

of very primitive tropical labor, no matter how
modem the machinery that finally crushes the

cane in its maw.

HADDOCK FISHING IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC

147 PART 1

143 PART 2

Fishing, not for one fish or for fifty, but for

thousands, millions if you like, that are hauled

up in enormous nets far out to sea.

149—THE BANANA INDUSTRY IN PORTO RICO

It's a long way from the hot Porto Rican fields

and the crowded little banana steamers to the

corner grocery and the pusheart.

A WARM WOOLLY BLANKET

SHEARING THE SHEEP

PREPARING THE WOOL

SPINNING AND WEAVING

The wool in your blanket has had a lot of rough

treatment since the time when it grew luxuriantly

on the backs of fat sheep.
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AT A FLORIDA ALLIGATOR FARM

200 CATCHING A BIG ONE BY HAND. PART 1

201 CATCHING A BIG ONE BY HAND. PART 2

Some sport—jumping overboard and capturing a

live alligator ! The husky young alligator f armera

do it just for excitement.

202 THE BABY ALLIGATORS LEAVE HOME

The keeper picks up the baby alligators and
throws them into his basket, as if he were a

farmer picking potatoes, and starts them off on

their trip to people who must like such pets.

203 KEEPING THE INMATES HAPPY

Even an alligator has a soul above mere food,

although it doesn't look it ! Shooting the chutes

is a favorite récréation.

204 HYPNOTISM HELPS!

Most reptiles seem to respond quickly to hyp-

notism. However, it takes good strong muscles

to hold down one of thèse brutes long enough

to look it in the eye.

207—SPONGE FISHERMEN OF GREECE

Your bath sponge may corne from this boatload,

gathered in by light-hearted fishers and piled

high in the warehouse for buyers from everywhere

to choose.

212—SHRIMPS BY THE BOATLOAD

Alive, leggy, squirmy, crawly—that's the pile of

shrimps being dumped and shoveled on this deck.
How peaceful, by contrast, is the little shrimp

salad !
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THE MAKING OF STEEL

238 PART 1

239 PART 2

240 PART 3

The sheer power of the hulking steel mills

wields a fascination ail its own. Even more thrill-

ing is the path through the fiery furnace that

transmutes iron ore into steel.

AN OSTRICH FARM IN CALIFORNIA

249 VISITORS' DAY

Visitors hâve a wonderful time at an ostrich
farm, for the great birds prance around and beg

for food and race each other madly.

250 THE DIGESTION OF AN OSTRICH

Ever see anything, bird or beast, swallow whole

oranges so fast that its neck looked like a string

of beads? Well, you will, right here.

251 LONG LEGS AND STRONG LEGS

The ostrich keepers have a lively time evading

the bird's notorious kick and yet managing to

mount and ride their fighting charges.

252 PLUCKING THE SNOWY PLUMES

The maie ostrich wears the plumes of commerce
and fashion in a lovely white fringe that it does

him no harm to lose.

256—A FOX FUR FARM

Here's a place where they raise foxes for their
coats, to trim other coats, instead of letting poor

wild beasts be tortured in traps.

261—COOKING CANE SYRUP IN DIXIE

You can get cane syrup just like maple syrup,
by merely boiling the raw juice, and thèse little

darkies think it's a great plan.
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262—MAKING YOUR TWO-DOLLAR WATCH

Watch parts—wheels and screws and springs—

by the thousands ! We are not used to thinking

of them that way. But the resulting watches

are very satisfactory.

SOAP MAKING IN FRANCE

263 PART 1

264 PART 2

Thèse great vats of the finest Castile soap resemble

some witch's caldron, or boiling lava that heaves

and sinks.

271—THE MAPLE SUGAR PART Y

You can almost smell it—the delicious blend of

odors when maple sugar is cooking in the wet

spring woods of New England.

HOW WRITING PAPER IS MADE

276 PART 1

277 PART 2

Little do we think that the rags of a fine old

linen tablecloth, or the bits that once were hand-

kerchiefs, may return to us in a box of beautiful

writing paper.

282—CHEESE MANUFACTURE

Had you heard that cheese making is caused by

bacteria ? It certainly is ! Kinds of milk and

bacteria vary, but the method as a whole re-

mains the same.

284—CACTUS CANDY

Spiny, thorny, ugly cactus, growing in a sandy

waste, is easily turned into unusual candy. What

in the world will people think of next?
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286— CORKS FOR OUR BOTTLES

Bits of tree bark used as-bottle stoppers. That's a

funny idea! Not so funny when we mean the

bark of the cork tree.

287— CUTTING MAHOGANY

Wonderful wood, hard to find, hard to eut, hard
to handle, but worth the priée in beauty and

durability ever after.

288— COPPER SMELTING

There is a terrifying beauty in the slow-moving,

burning flow, as it travels from one refining

process to another.

289— BEAUTIFUL OBJECTS OF TORTOISE-SHELL

The tortoise can be forgiven for its ugliness,

when it grows a product that can be worked into

such élégance as this.

290— HANDLING JAMAICA COFFEE

They take life easily in Jamaica, but the coffee
gets handled successfully just the same—and you

pour it from a fragrant percolator.

292—DIAMOND CUT DIAMOND

How they sparkle in the hand, and on the hand,
thèse tiny flaming crystals that represent tangible

wealth in a most concentrated form !

298—COLLECTING TURPENTINE GUM IN GEORGIA

The product of thèse pine trees is to be found on
the newly painted bungalow, in masterpieces of

the artist's brush, and even as a rub on an aching

chest.
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MAKING RUBBER HEELS

302 PART 1

303 PART 2

A large part of the population is walking on rub-

ber heels. Would you like to see the journey

from rubber to heel?

HOW GOLD PENS ARE MADE

304 PART 1

305 PART 2

A gold pen is one of the world's smallest and

most durable instruments. And it demands a lot

of skill in the making.

339—SWEET CIDER

One of nature's perfect drinks ! No need for a

soda jerker's contortions or concoctions when you

can get the pungent apple juice fresh from the

press.

LEAGUE BASEBALLS IN THE MAKING

342 PART 1

343 PART 2

344 PART 3

Lives any masculine créature, young or old, with

soul so dead that he does not want to know

about every layer of material in the good old pill?

351—HOP PICKERS IN KENT

Seasonal workers are a carefree lot, none more

so than thèse cockney hop-pickers camping among

the Kentish vines.

356—MANUFACTURING ARTIFICIAL ICE

You may not have realized how great an inven-

tion this is, and how it affects civilization—the
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simple freezing of water regardless of how hot

it may be out of doors.

371— HOW COMBS ARE MADE

From the plain black little pocket comb to the

lovely ornament in a fancy head-dress, they are

nowadays almost ail made of that stuff so closely

related to TNT!

372— ICE HARVEST

How hot it can be in summer !—even in the North

—that is easily provided for when winter offers

ice for storage in such quantities as this.

OCCUPATIONS

168— A "ONE-MAN CHAIR FACTORY" IN THE BLUE

RIDGE

Wherever you make a chair is a chair factory,

isn't it, even if it's the open hillside and ail the

tools you own are an ax and a hammer and a saw?

169— A "ONE-MAN" TANNERY IN THE BLUE RIDGE

No, tanning doesn't smell nice, not a bit, but

look at the fine leather for horse collars and sad-

dles and straps that this lone tanner turns out !

362—THE DOCK DIVER GOES TO WORK

Admiration and fear are mixed as we watch a

man being encased in the weird garments without

which he would die so quickly. We always gasp

a bit as he vanishes down below.
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HANDICRAFTS

BUILDING A VIOLIN

124 PART 1

125 PART 2

A violin, from which a hand can draw music to

rejoice or sadden the heart, is itself the product

of the very finest handiwork.

A TENNESSEE MOUNTAIN HOME

155 THE STORY OF A WOOLEN SOCK

Home-made yarn from a home-grown sheep is

knit into a home-made sock. And no guessing

about the size of grandpa's foot, either!

156 PEWTER SPOONS AND TALLOW CANDLES

You melt them on the hearth, and you pour them

into molds—both the pewter for spoons and the

tallow for candies.

A BRAND NEW DRESS IN GUATEMALA

163 PART 1

164 PART 2

This charming Indian girl, who wants a new

dress for a party, has to begin work long before

the great day to complète ail the carding and

spinning and weaving.

340—POTATOES INTO ROSES!

They may not be durable, but they certainly are

pretty and amusing. You don't often find anyone

with as original an idea as this.
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360—REBUILDING THE S. S. "CONSTITUTION" IN

MINIATURE

Old sailors and little boys are the regular tiny

sailboat specialists, but here an expert is copying

a sailing vessel that fought for the United States

over a hundred years ago.

297—NEW ENGLAND BASKET WE AVERS

It is hard to imagine any home industry cleaner,

pleasanter, offering more scope for little individual

touches, than basket making.

PHYSICAL CULTURE

208—JIU JITSU PRACTICE

The great Japanese system of wrestling demands

much individual practice in strengthening the

muscles that few people ever use.

257—A BABY GYMNAST RIDES THE SURF

Maybe you hâve a little boy as husky and as

fearless as this.

267—THE FAT GIRLS WORK IT OFF

Thèse layers of superfluous fat must corne off, no

matter how hard their possessors have to struggle

with bends and kicks.

369—EXERCISING FOR STRENGTH AND BEAUTY

Wouldn't it be marvelous if we could ail be as
limber and graceful as this, right away? The

fine part of it is that the right kind of work will
ultimately get us there, even if it does take time.
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SPORTS

107— A-B-C OF SWIMMING

A famous swimming instructor and a pretty girl
demonstrate simply and clearly some éléments of

swimming.

108— SKIING IN NORWAY

Over the winding mountain road, now up, now

down, between great pine trees, and a final thrill-

ing slide down the shining snow.

145— FANCY SKATING AT SWISS RESORTS

What finer floor, for an intricate dance, than
gleaming ice? What better support, after a fly-

ing leap, than the steely runners?

146— SHOOTING DOWN THE SWISS TOBOGGANS

Some have marvelous artificial slides, and others

have the glassy grooves worn into the road, and

still others are little tots with safe little sleds.

But they ail spill off with the same shrieks of joy.

209—A JAPANESE SHAM BATTLE

Fencing with a wooden sword is a favorite per-

formance on the Japanese stage. The great

strength of the antagonists makes this a formid-

able weapon.

235—SAILING ON THE SUSSEX COAST

Great sails floating idly over the misty Channel

waters, a wonderful sight to those who en joy sail-

ing the océan blue.
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353—FISHING THROUGH THE ICE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

You might call this the -"Fishes' Automatic Wig-

wag System." It proves that there is no sensé

in waiting for the good old summer time to get

the fish to biting.

355—SCULLING SMELTS IN OREGON

It's a great sight—opposite banks crowded with

men, women and children, armed with nets, and

between them the river flowing, alive with fish.

MOUNTAIN CLIMBING IN THE ALPS

273 PART 1

274 PART 2

Perhaps the world's suprême sport is scientific

mountain climbing, and many are the peaks that

still beckon, unconquered in the cold, brilliant

glory of the great altitudes.

LIFE SAVING

FIGHTING A LONDON FIRE

365 PART 1

366 PART 2

275 PART 3

Fire and smoke and dangerous gases have no

terrors for thèse brave fire fighters in their efforts

to save human lives.

DANGES

112—GYPSY WEDDING

Everybody eats, at a Gypsy wedding, especially

the kids, but best of ail, everybody dances.
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114—SPANISH DANCER

Ruffled skirts, castanets, black eyes, twinkly feet

■—enough said !

165—THE "DANCE OF THE DEER" AMONG GUATE-

MALAN INDIANS

One of the unique cérémonial dances of Central

American Indians, with strange masks and wild

headdresses as their distinctive features.

213—BALLET SCHOOL

The bright stage setting and the lovely costumes

are the least part of the ballet dancer's world.

This shows how she really spends most of lier

waking hours.

370—HOLIDAY IN THE BAVARIAN TYROL

The charming peasants of the Bavarian Tyrol,

in southermost Germany, keep life joyful with

brilliant costumes and lively dances.

OUT-DOOR LIFE

118—A DAY'S CANOEING

Sliding down the water road, between rocky

walls and grassy banks, with a fine vista and a

hot supper at the end.

CAMPING ON THE BLACKBERRY TRAIL

293 PART 1

294 PART 2

What's the différence whether you go camping for

berries or pick berries while camping? Either

way you make money and have a grand old time.
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345—WILD HONEY

The sweetness of clover-, the pungency of black-

eyed Susans, the fragrance of elder flowers, dis-
tilled by wild bees and hidden in the hollow trunk

of a tree !

RELIGIOUS EVENTS

349— NEGRO BAPTISM

Trees are waving over the little procession, and

over the fine new out-door pool. It is more con-

venient, though perhaps less colorful, than the

picturesque days of baptism in the river.

350— CORPUS CHRISTI PROCESSION IN NEWFOUNDLAND

Little girls in white, Sisters in black, make a

vivid contrast to the flying banners and rich pan-

oply of one of the Catholic Church's greatest

feasts.

GAMES

283—FANCY BILLIARD SHOTS

Experts, and amateurs too, love to see how an-

other fellow does it. The little white balls do

some fancy clicking and rolling here.

ANIMAL GOMICS

THE MUSICAL WALRUS

184 PART 1

185 PART 2

A walrus plays the mouth organ, the trumpet
and the horn, and gets paid for it with nice fresh

fish from his keeper, who looks like his twin.
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186—THE DANCING BABOON

Bang ! goes the Egyptian music, and hippety-hop

goes the little baboon.

196—THE PARROT CIRCUS

They are simply too cute! Ladders and wheels
are pie for thèse cockatoos, but the parade is

the best.

245—THOSE FUNNY ANIMALS AT GRANDPA'S

This baby pony, for ail the world like a funny,
shaggy dog, refuses to outgrow his bottle, and

some day the old gander is going to get even

with that Spitz.

279—RASTUS AND HIS DANCING BEAR

The clever old bear likes to be coaxed with candy

and petting before acting as Rastus' dancing

partner on the lawn.

291—BILL'S PET RAVEN

This is no relation to Poe's gloomy bird, but a

clever pet with a mind of his own!

299—ZOO REFLECTIONS

Somebody tried holding up a mirror to animal

nature, and the results were comically varied.

JUST FOLKS

115—FISHERMAN'S LUCK

Bud played hooky from the wood pile to go fish-

ing with Rover. He might never have gone home

again if it hadn't been for Rover, too.
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A TENNESSEE MOUNTAIN HOME

153 COMPANY FOR DINNER!

Corn pones baked in pot ovens, in the open chim-

ney! Honey from the tree trunk hive in the

yard! Even a treat for the little tame 'coon.

154 WHEN EVEN1NG COMES

The farmer leads home his flock, the housewife

prépares a supper. Then evening quiet, with flint

and steel to light the pipe, and candies to light

the reading.

166—THE SNOWMAN AND THE KIDS

Little kids and grown-up kids, they ail love a

snowman! You must admit that he looks pretty

gay-

346—THE POSTMAN'S FRIENDS

Don't think the postman's life is a dull one, when

his comings and goings are constantly entwined

with other people's lives like this.

NOVELTIES

104—"GUESS WHO?" CARTOON—ADOLPHE MENJOU

One of those things in which a bushy beard turns

into a bob, or an eyebrow masquerades as a little

mustache !

109— "GUESS WHO?" CARTOON—HARRY LANGDON

Well, who'd have thought that Harry's baby stare

could be unserambled from thèse assorted features ?

110—"GUESS WHO?" CARTOON—WALLACE BEERY

If it isn't that old bandit of a Wallace Beery!

You never would have guessed it at the start.
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NUMERIGAL LIST OF SPIRO DISCS
HOW TO USE THE NUMERICAL LIST

Spirograph Dises are numbered simply in the order in

which they are made, so that the number of a dise bears

no relation whatever to its contents. The number is in

each case the number of the dise itself, not of the subject.

Thus, a subject in three parts, being made on three

dises, has three numbers. This removes any possibility

of mistakes in ordering a particular dise. For instance,

the owner of "The Making of Steel," Nos. 238, 239 and

240, might want another copy of Part 2. He should

then order "The Making of Steel," Part 2, No. 239, and

not "The Making of Steel," No. 238, Part 2, for there is

no such combination.

A spécial condition exists in connection with the Com-

plète Course on Electricity, which is made up of the

Principles of Magnetism, Electrostatics, Current Elec-

tricity, Electromagnetism, Current Génération, and Elec-

trical Measurements. The separate dises making up

Magnetism are complète in themselves. They are therefore

individually named and numbered in the catalogue, and

are for sale separately, as are the single parts of most

other subjects. But the rest of the electrical material

runs over from one dise to another, because the contents

do not admit of first-class présentation in exactly seventy-

five foot lengths. Thus the nineteen dises on the Prin-

ciples of Electromagnetism form a continuous motion

picture, that, while broken into parts, can be perfectly

shown as a whole because of the great ease of handling

dises. Furthermore, thèse nineteen dises are in themselves

immeasurably easier to handle than the one and a half

réel picture would be to which they exactly correspond.

The approximate subject matter in a single dise is actually

described upon it, under the main title, so that an in-

structor wishing to repeat a portion of the whole subject

has merely to choose from his entire group the few dises

he wants to show. Naturally, the owner of one of thèse

whole subjects may buy an individual dise to replace an

old one.
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NUMERICAL LIST OF SPIRO DISCS

100— BATHING ELÉPHANTS IN BURMA _ Animal Studies

101— THE MISCHIEVOUS DUCKLING Bird Studies

102— THE LADY ELÉPHANTS BATHE AND PovrDER....Animal Studies

104—"GUESS WHO?" CAIITOON—ADOLPHE MENJOU Novelties

106— Mu. BEAR GOES CALLINO Animal Studies

107— A-B-C OF SWIMMING Sports

108— SKIING IN NORWAY Sports

109— "GUESS WHO?" CARTOON—HARRY LANGDON Novelties

110— "GUESS WHO?" CARTOON—WALLACE BEERY Novelties

112— GYPSY WEDDING Dances

113— BUILDING A MODERN WHALER Industries

114— SPANISH DANCER Dances

115— FISHERMAN'S LUCK - Just Folles

116— SPORT WITH DRAGONFLIES AND THEIR LARVAE—.Nature Study

117— THE DEER SHEDS HIS ANTLERS Animal Studies

118— A DAY'S CANOEING Outdoor Life

119— KEEPING UP THE TROUT SUPPLY Our Government

120— MEAL AND GRAIN OÏL MILL IN INDIA Geography

121— THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FROG Biology

122— MR. OTTER, HUNTING AND HUNTED Animal Studies

123— HANDLING CUBAN SUGAR CANE Industries

124— BUILDING A VIOLIN. PART 1 Handicrafts

125— BUILDING A "VIOLIN. PART 2 Handicrafts

126— THE CHIMP GETS A MANICURE Animal Studies

127— UNFOLDING FLOWERS Plant Studies

128— INDIAN TRIBAL COUNCIL Geography

129— GRASSHOPPER STUDIES Biology

130— A LiauiD AIR STUNT Pkysics

135— VORTICELLA—NATURAL MOTION Biology

136— VORTICELLA—SENSITIVENESS Biology

138—HYDRA—CATCHING PREY Biology

140—HYDRA—DIGESTION Biology

145— FANCY SKATING AT SWISS RESORTS -Sports

146— SHOOTING DOWN THE SWISS TOBOGGANS -Sports

147— HADDOCK FISHING IN THE N. ATLANTIC PART 1 Industries

148— HADDOCK FISHING IN THE N. ATLANTIC. PART 2 Industries

149— THE BANANA INDUSTRY IN PORTO Rico Industries

150— THE FOUNTAINS OF THE PALACE OF V~ERSAiiAJES ....Geography

151— How STRONG IS A SOAP BUBBLE? Physics
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152— THE BIG CATS LOVE PERFUME Animal Studies

A TENNESSEE MOUNTAIN HOME
(in four dises)

153— COMPANY FOR DINNER Just Folks

154— WHEN EVENING COMES Just Folks

155— THE STORY OF A WOOLEN SOCK Handicrafts

156— PEWTER SPOONS AND TALLOW CANDLES Handicrafts

157 ÏNTERESTING OPTICAL ILLUSIONS -PhySÏCS

158— FIGHTINO A FOREST FIRE. PART 1 Our Government

159— FIGHTING A FOREST FIRE. PART 2 Our Government

160— FIGHTING A FOREST FIRE. PART 3 Our Government

163— A BRAND NEW DRESS IN GUATEMALA. PART 1 Handicrafts

164— A BRAND NEW DRESS IN GUATEMALA. PART 2 Handicrafts

165— THE "DANCE OF THE DEER" AMONG GUATEMALAN
INDIANS Dances

166— THE SNOWMAN AND THE KIDS Just Folks

167— A SMYRNA QUILTING BEE Geography

168— A "ONE-MAN CHAIR FACTORY"

IN THE BLUE RIDGE -Occupations

169— A "ONE-MAN" TANNERY IN THE BLUE RIDGE Occupations

THE PRINCIPLES OF MAGNETISM
(in fourteen dises)

170— THE LODESTONE. INDUCED MAGNETISM.
MAGNETIC FIELDS.

171— —LAW OF MAGNETISM. TERHESTRIAL MAGNETISM.

172— THE MAGNETIC FIELD.

173— LINES OF FORCE.

174— LINES OF FORCE. MAGNETIC RELUCTANCE.

175— MAGNETIC INDUCTION.

176— THE MOLECULAR THEORY.
„ / Physics

177— RING AND HORSESHOE MAGNETS.

178— MAGNETIC COMPASS. MAGNETIC PÔLES.

179— LOCAL COMPASS VARIATIONS.

180— ISOGONIC LINES.

181— DIP OF THE COMPASS.

182— MAGNETIZING IRON AND STEEL.

183— THE COMPASS IN PRACTICAL USE.

184— THE MUSICAL WALRUS. PART 1 Animal Comics

185—THE MUSICAL WALRUS. PART 2 Animal Comics

186— THE DANCING BABOON Animal Comics

187— THE TWO BOLD KITTENS Animal Studies
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A WARM WOOLLY BLANKET

(in three dises)

188— S HEARING THE SHEEP Industries

189— PREPARING THE WOOL - Industries

190— SPINNING AND WEAVING - Industries

191—THE BEE IN THE GARDEN PIPE -Nature Study

196— THE PARROT CIRCUS- Animal Comics

197— "THE JUMPING FROG." PART 1 Short Stories

198— "THE JUMPING FROG." PART 2 Short Stories

199— "THE JUMPING FROG." PART 3 Short Stories

AT A FLORIDA ALLIGATOR FARM

(in five dises)

200— CATCHING A B IG ONE BY HAND. PART 1 \

201— CATCHING A B IG ONE BY HAND. PART 2 /

202— THE BABY ALLIGATORS LEAVE HOME > Industries

203— KEEPING THE INMATES HAPPY V

204— HYPNOTISM HELPS! /

TRAINING A POLICE DOG

205— PART 1. LEAPS. SLOW MOTION _ Animal Studies

206— PART 2. THE MAN-HUNTER ; Animal Studies

207— SPONGE FISHERMEN OF GREECE Industries

208— Jiu J ITSU PRACTICE Physical Culture

209— A JAPANESE SHAM BATTLE JSports

210— F IRST AID FOR MONKEYS AND SNAKES Animal Studies

211— How THE WEATHERMAN WORKS Meteorology

212— S HRIMPS BY THE B OATLAND Industries

213— BALLET S CHOOL Dances

214— THE ELEPHANT'S BEAUTY PARLOR Animal Studies

SAMOAN SCENES

(in twenty dises)

215— THE B OAT BUILDERS \

216— LAUNCHING THE NEW B OAT I

217— PÔLE FISHING > Geography

218— FISHING WITH A DRAG NET l

219— FISHING WITH A TRAP NET /
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SAMOAN SCENES—Continuée!

220— A NICE F IRE FOR THE COOK .

221— REAL HOME COOKING \

222— A GRASS MAT FOR THE NEWLY-WEDS I

223— WEAVING A PALM LEAF BASKET

224— PREPARING COPRA I

225— S HIPPING OUT COPRA /

226— THE B RIDE MAKES HER OWN DRESS I

227— THE SKILLED HOUSE-B UILDERS \ Geography

228— A CHILDREN'S PARADISE /

229— THE STORY TELLER l

230— A COMMUNITY DINNER 1

231— DANCING FOR THE FUN OF IT

232— CÉRÉMONIAL DANCE

233— OUR SAMOAN SOLDIERY /

234— MERE TROPICAL LOVELINESS '

235— SAILING ON THE SUSSEX COAST Sports

236— THE RACOON FAMILY AT THE ZOO Animal Studies

237— THE B IRDS TAKE THEIR MEDICINE Animal Studies

238— THE MAKING OF STEEL. PART 1 Industries

239— THE MAKING OF STEEL. PART 2 Industries

240— THE MAKING OF STEEL. PART 3 Industries

241— OLD DAISY AND THE HORSE DOCTOR Animal Studies

242— THE MEXICÀN VILLAGE WATER SUPPLY : Geography

243— A MEXICAN LOWLAND WATERWAY Geography

244— WATER HOLIDAY IN MEXICO Geography

245— THOSE FUNNY ANIMALS AT GRANDPA'S Animal Comics

246— HUNTING PÉLICANS FOR THE ZOO_ Bird Studies

247— CATCHING BABY PÉLICANS Bird Studies

248— PÉLICANS IN THE PARK Bird Studies

AN OSTRICH FARM IN CALIFORNIA
(in four dises)

249— VISITORS' DAY

250— THE D IGESTION OF AN OSTRICH I T , . .
_ \ Industries

251— LONG LEGS AND STRONG LEGS (

252— PLUCKING THE SNOWY PLUMES )

254— THE BALD EAGLE Bird Studies

255— KESTREL HAWK FEEDING ITS YOUNG. Bird Studies

256— A Fox FUR FARM Industries

257— A B ABY GYMNAST RIDES THE SURF. Physical Culture

258— THE BABY GUILLEMOT Bird Studies

259— HERRING GULLSJ LITTLE AND B IG Bird Studies
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260— NOISY NESTLINGS -B ird Studies

261— COOKING CANE SYRUP IN DIXIE Industries

262— MAKING YOUR TWO-DOLLAR WATCH_ Industries

263— SOAP MAKING IN FRANCE. PART 1 Industries

264— SOAP MAKING IN FRANCE. PART 2 Industries

265— A BERMUDA BEAUTY SPOT Geography

266— THE BABY JACKDAW Bird Studies

267—THE FAT GIRLS WORK IT OFF. J>hysical Culture

268— THE BIRD DOG AT WORK Animal Studies

270— WHEAT HARVEST Agriculture

271— THE MAFIJE SUGAR PARTY Industries

273— FIGHTING A LONDON FIRE. PART 1 Life Saving

274— FIGHTING A LONDON FIRE. PART 2 Life Saving

275— FIGHTING A LONDON FIRE. PART 3 Life Saving

276— How WRITING PAPER IS MADE. PART 1 Industries

277— How WRITING PAPER IS MADE. PART 2 Industries

278— BETTY'S WLLD ANIMAL DREAM Animal Studies

279— RASTUS AND HIS DANCING BEAR Animal Comics

280— BLOSSOMS AS THEY OPEN AND CLOSE- Plant Studies

281— THE GROWTH OF FLOWERS AND PLANTS Plant Studies

282— CHEESE MANUFACTURE- Industries

283— FANCY BILLIARD SHOTS Games

284— CACTUS CANDY. Industries

285— CORMORANT CATCHING FISH Bird Studies

286— CORKS FOR OUR BOTTLES Industries

287— CUTTING MAHOGANY Industries

288— COPPER SMELTING Industries

289— BEAUTIFUL OBJECTS OF TORTOISE-SIIELL Industries

290— HANDLING JAMAICA COFFEE Industries

291— BILL'S PET RAVEN - Animal Comics

292— DIAMOND CUT DIAMOND. Industries

293— CAMPING ON THE BLACKBERRY TRAIL. PART 1—.Outdoor Life

294— CAMPING ON THE BLACKBERRY TRAIL. PART 2....0utdoor Life

295— THE ACTIVITY OF THE "GINGER-BEER ~PiA3s?"....Biochemistry

296— RICE HARVEST IN LOUISIANA -Agriculture

297— NEW ENGLAND BASKET WEAVERS_ _ Handicrafts

298— COLLECTING TURPENTINE GUM IN GEORGIA Industries

299— Zoo REFLECTIONS - Animal Comics

300— A GREAT HYDROELECTRIC POWER PLANT. PART 1 Water Power

301— A GREAT HYDROELECTRIC POWER PLANT. PART 2 Water Power

802—MAKING RUBBER HEELS. PART 1 Industries
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303— MAKING RUBBER HEELS. PART 2 Industries

304— How GOLD PENS ARE MADE. PART 1 Industries

305— How GOLD PENS ARE MADE. PART 2 Industries

THE PRINCIPLES

306— 322 of PHYSICS

ELECTROSTATICS

(in sixteen dises)

SUBJECTS : The ancients discover electricity in am-

ber ; the nature of positive and négative electricity ;

the electroscope ; conductors and non-conductors ;

insulators ; electrostatic induction ; the électron

theory; négative charging; the nature of electri-

fication; the electrophorus ; electrostatic machines;

the mutual repulsion of électrons; lightning rods;

condensers; the Leyden jar.

THE PRINCIPLES

323-338 of PHYSICS

CURRENT ELECTRICITY

(in sixteen dises)

SUB.TECTS : The nature of potential; the nature and

behavior of electric current; electrical pressure;

electrical résistance; ampères, volts and ohms;

Ohm's law; voltage drop; séries and parallel;

résistance in séries ; pressure and current in sér-

ies; résistance in parallel; appliance ratings;

electrical power; kinds of current.

339— SWEET ODER Industries

340— POTATOES INTO ROSES Handicrafts

341— THE BIRTH OF A DRAGONFLY- Nature Study

342— LEAGUE BASEBALLS IN THE MAKING. PART 1 Industries

343— LEAGUE BASEBALLS IN THE MAKING. PART 2 Industries

344— LEAGUE BASEBALLS IN THE MAKING. PART 3 Industries

345— WILD HONEY Outdoor Life

346— THE POSTMAN'S FRIENDS Just Folks

347— SCORPION AND CENTIPEDE BATTLE Nature Study
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348— THE FALL OF THE EAGLE'S NEST Nature Study

349— NEGRO BAPTISM - Beligious Eventa

350— CORPUS CHRISTI PROCESSION

IN NEWFOUNDLAND Religious Events

351— HOP PICKERS IN KENT Industries

352— PINARD, THE FRENCH WAR DOO_ Animal Studies

353— FISHING THROUGH THE ICE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.—Sports

354— THROWING THE BULL FOR HIS OWN GOOD Animal Studies

355— SCULLING SMELTS IN OREGON - -Sports

356— MANUFACTURING ARTIFICIAL ICE Industries

357_BUDDING YEAST CELLS Plant Studies

358— THE MINIATURE STEAM SPEED-BOAT. PART 1 Mechanics

359— THE MINIATURE STEAM SPEED-BOAT. PART 2 Mechanics

360— REBUILDING THE S. S. "CONSTITUTION"

IN MINIATURE -....Handicrafts

361— THE MINIATURE FLEET OF THE U. S. NAVY Mechanics

362— THE DOCK DIVER GOES TO WORK Occupations

364— THE PRINCIPLE OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS Ghemistry

365— MOUNTAIN CLIMBING IN THE ALPS. PART 1 Sports

366— MOUNTAIN CLIMBING IN THE ALPS. PART 2 .Sports

367— SALMON CONSERVATION. PART 1 Our Government

368— SALMON CONSERVATION. PART 2 Our Government

369— EXERCISING FOR STRENGTH AND BEAUTY Physical Culture

370— HOLDDAY IN THE BAVARIAN TYROL Dances

371— How COMBS ARE MADE Industries

372— ICE HARVEST Industries

373— THE CIRCUMFERENCE OF A CIRCLE Arithmetic

374— THE AREA OF A CIRCLE Arithmetic

375— MAGNETIC STUNTS. PART 1 JPhysics

376— MAGNETIC STUNTS. PART 2 Physics

377— THE ELECTROLYSIS OF WATER Chemistry

378— CRYSTAL FORMATIONS. PART 1 Chemistry

379— CRYSTAL FORMATIONS. PART 2 Chemistry

380— SOME WELL-KNOWN CHEMICAL ACTIVITIES Chemistry

381— INTERESTING CHEMICAL REACTIONS Chemistry

SNAKE HUNTING IN NEW JERSEY

(in three dises)

382— HARMLESS SNAKES Nature Study

383— RATTLESNAKES Nature Study

384— COPPERHEAD SNAKE Nature Study
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THE PRINCIPLES
384-403 of PHYSICS

ELECTROMAGNETISM
(in nineteen dises)

SUBJECTS : The magnetic field around an eleetrified

wire ; direction of lines of force in relation to the
direction of current now; lines of force about a

wire coil; polarity and action of a hollow coil;

nature, strength and direction of the induced cur-
rent; relative motion in generators and trans-

formers; relation of lines of force to current

strength; relation of secondary current to primary
current; relation of voltage input and output to

coil windings; long distance power transmission.

THE PRINCIPLES
404-422 of PHYSICS

CURRENT GENERATION
(in nineteen dises)

SUBJECTS : The principle of current génération;
principal parts of dynamos; two classes of dyna-

mos; sources of primary motion; simplified illus-

tration of principles of generator design; the three
factors of power génération; armature and field;

bipolar and multipolar D. C. generators; construc-

tion of D. C. generator; cross-magnetization ; sér-
ies, shunt and compound wound generators.

THE PRINCIPLES
423-460 of PHYSICS

ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT
(m thirty-eiyht dises)

SUBJECTS : The fundamental measurements ; inter-
national standards for electrical measurements ;

standard Cadmium Cell; principle of Weston

permanent-magnet movable-coil instrument; cali-
brating; principles of voltmeter and ammeter con-

struction; use of "movable-iron" type of measuring
instrument for both direct and alternating cur-

rents; construction of movable-iron voltmeters

and ammeters; electro-dynamometers ; low and

high range dynamometer ammeters; dynamometer
voltmeters; construction and opération of direct-
reading wattmeters; lagging and leading currents;

true power; opération of Synchroscope.
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